
As we prepare to return to live events once 
more, we are delighted to welcome new 
and returning speakers for GCSE Science in 
Action this year for a programme guaranteed 
to inspire and delight students. The days will 
be chaired by BBC science presenter and 
YouTuber Greg Foot, who will also lead a 
session looking to the future of food. Discover 
how we will feed an estimated population of 
10 billion by 2050 with the aid of lab-grown 
burgers, insect pasta and drought-tolerant rice.

As commercial space travel becomes closer 
to reality, planetary scientist Suzie Imber – 
winner of the BBC series Astronauts: Do You 
Have what it Takes? – will ask if we have what 
it takes to be an astronaut as she discusses the 
commercialisation of the space industry and 
the future of space travel.

For those who prefer their adventures closer 
to home, scientist and filmmaker Huw 
James joins us for the first time to talk about 
how science and engineering are essential 
to explorers and adventurers here on Earth. 
From plastic clothing to recyclable shoes and 

3D printed climbing gear, he’ll explore the 
wonderful science of his favourite kit.

Another new addition to our programmes is 
Liz Kalaugher, co-author of Furry Logic: 
The Physics of Animal Life. How does a turtle 
hatchling from Florida circle the Atlantic 
before returning to the very beach it started 
from? Why do giant squid have eyes three 
times bigger than those of any other animal? 
These puzzles – and many more besides – 
are explained by physics. Her exploration of 
the physics of ocean animals will take in light 
and magnetism, with a touch of sonar on the 
side.

Finishing the day, we have perennial favourite 
Marty Jopson putting himself in grave (risk-
assessed) personal danger for your students’ 
entertainment, with only the laws of physics 
and a set of equations between him and 
probable death.

We look forward to welcoming 
you and your students in person 
or online this year for an inspiring 
programme!

London & Online

 10 November 2021

 Emmanuel Centre

 17 March 2022

 Emmanuel Centre

Midlands

 16 November 2021

 University of Warwick

 

Explore the thrills of science with leading science presenters in five 
engaging sessions. This event is designed to complement learning 
objectives at GCSE level and go beyond to inspire a love of science 
and demonstrate the opportunities that further study can open 
up. Students will be entertained by live demonstrations covering 
the full breadth of cutting-edge science, and a special session on 
examination success will prepare them to fulfil their potential in 
their exams.   

TOPICS:
• Food chain, photosynthesis

• Materials science

• Space travel

• Light and magnetism

• Forces and motion

For further information and to book visit  www.thetrainingpartnership.org.uk facebook.com/eduinaction  @edu_in_action instagram.com/edu_in_action
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